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The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) is the first instrument to provide widespread coverage
with a range of incidence angles at the resolution required to detect small-scale landforms. A sample
(n = 238) of globally distributed, small-scale graben average 26 m wide and 179 m long. When dividing
the population into those located within mare and highland regions, we observe that graben located
within mare tend to be narrower, shorter, and more irregularly spaced than those in highland terrane.
For graben associated with contractional landforms, those in mare are smaller in width and length than
those in highlands; the same is true for graben independent of contractional landforms. Assuming a sim-
ple geometry, widths of mare graben associated with scarps or ridges are used to estimate the minimum
depth range to a mechanical discontinuity (e.g., base of the regolith) resulting in values of �4–48 m.
These values are similar to the ranges estimated for regolith thickness from previous workers using
Apollo 14 seismic data (3.9–8.5 m), crater counting techniques (8–33 m), crater morphology techniques
(2.5–9 m), and crater blockiness (8–31 m). Widths of highland graben yield minimum depths of faulting
of 209–296 m. While this range agrees well with models for regolith production (an older surface will
have thicker regolith), this estimate likely does not represent the thickness of a mechanical unit due to
the fragmented nature of the highland crust (it does not provide a defining boundary between bedrock
and regolith). Spacing of mare graben not associated with contractional landforms is used to estimate
maximum local mare unit thickness for two graben groups: 190 m for Posidonius and 296 m for Vitello.
Maximum graben ages range from late Eratosthenian to early Copernican based on superposed and
crosscut crater ages with a group of graben deforming ejecta from Copernicus crater. Data presented here
provide further evidence of a globally distributed, young, small-scale graben population that has formed
as a result of localized extension either from flexural bending or dilation due to contractional faulting or
volcanic uplift, indicating a significant level of recent geologic activity.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Large-scale linear and arcuate rilles or graben and contractional
wrinkle ridges on the Moon were first reported within and around
mare basins (Gilbert, 1893; Arthur, 1962). The formation and spa-
tial distribution of these tectonic features is attributed to basin-
localized stresses related to load-induced flexure and subsidence
(Maxwell et al., 1975; Wilhelms, 1987). Presently, the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) is providing unprecedented
coverage of the lunar surface, with Narrow Angle Camera (NAC)
image pixel scales of 0.5–2 m, and Wide Angle Camera (WAC)
image pixel scales of 100–400 m (Robinson et al., 2010). The
meter-scale pixels and range of incidence angles (�30–80�) are
necessary to identify and characterize small tectonic features. Such
features include lobate scarps, defined as linear to arcuate surface
expressions of low-angle thrust faults (Howard and Muehlberger,
1973; Binder and Gunga, 1985; Watters and Johnson, 2010;
Watters et al., 2010) with lengths of hundreds of meters to kilome-
ters (Banks et al., 2012). Other such features are graben, character-
ized by narrow, flat-floored depressions with lengths that exceed
widths and bounded by two steeply dipping antithetic normal
faults (e.g., Golombek, 1979; McGill and Stromquist, 1979). Typical
dimensions of small-scale graben range from tens to hundreds of
meters wide and up to a couple kilometers in length, making these
a distinct population from the basin-related graben.
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Small-scale graben were noted by Watters et al. (2010) in asso-
ciation with the Lee-Lincoln scarp and are oriented subparallel and
perpendicular to the strike of the scarp. The formation of these gra-
ben was interpreted as a result of regolith and bedrock extension
due to flexural bending during formation of the Lee-Lincoln scarp
(Watters et al., 2012a). Additional small-scale graben have been
discovered, with estimated ages on the order of 50 Ma (Watters
et al., 2012a) based on crosscutting relationships with small-diam-
eter impact craters, lack of superposed craters, and infilling rates of
shallow depressions, indicating recent extension on a body that is
globally contracting.

Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) profiles (Smith et al.,
2010) of Vitello graben show that they occur along a topographic
rise or ridge-crest on the flank of a wrinkle ridge, but it is question-
able whether the formation of these graben is connected with tec-
tonic activity related to the ridge (Watters et al., 2012a). If some
small-scale graben are not a result of overall contraction and are
unrelated to scarp or ridge formation, an alternative hypothesis
that involves uplift and flexural bending due to a subsurface lacco-
lith was suggested by Watters et al. (2012a). If this is true, then the
apparent young age of the graben would require Copernican-aged
intrusive volcanism on the Moon, but previous workers have sug-
gested this activity ceased much earlier (see review by Shearer
et al., 2006). However, localized Copernican-aged extrusive volca-
nism, such as the Ina-D feature, has been discovered (Schultz
et al., 2006; Braden et al., 2014). Crater counts on a newly identi-
fied population (n = 75) of Ina-style features indicate absolute
model ages between 20 and 60 Ma, and equilibrium crater popula-
tions suggest ages less than 100 Ma (Braden et al., 2014).

Graben are observed on all of the terrestrial planets and many
icy satellites (Schultz et al., 2010; Watters et al., 2010) and are gen-
erally larger (hundreds of meters up to tens of kilometers in width;
Watters and Schultz, 2010) than the small-scale lunar graben. On
Earth, studies have shown that graben form in both extensional
and compressional tectonic environments (McGill and Stromquist,
1979; Gordon and Lewis, 1980; Campbell and Bentley, 1981;
Philip and Meghraoui, 1983; Schlische et al., 1996) and in associa-
tion with volcanism (Rubin and Pollard, 1988). On Mercury, graben
are almost exclusively confined to the interiors of impact basins and
volcanic smooth plains that have buried basins and craters (i.e.,
ghost craters) (Watters et al., 2009, 2012b; Prockter et al., 2010).
Their formation is generally attributed to uplift due to load-induced
stresses (basin exterior annular loading), lateral crustal flow, or
thermal contraction of thick cooling units (Melosh and McKinnon,
1988; Watters et al., 2005, 2009, 2012b; Kennedy et al., 2008;
Head et al., 2009; Freed et al., 2012). Venusian graben along fracture
zones may be linked to mantle dynamics (Solomon et al., 1991) or
gravitational spreading (Phillips and Hansen, 1994), while graben
observed around coronae and chasmata are likely due to load-
induced stresses (upwelling or loading of magmatic material) or
as dilation over dike intrusions (Hansen and Phillips, 1993; Ernst
et al., 2003; Krassilnikov and Head, 2003; Grindrod et al., 2005).
Martian graben are thought to originate either as a consequence
of tectonic rifting, dilation over dike intrusions, or from load-
induced stresses (i.e., Tharsis) (Banerdt et al., 1992; Wilson and
Head, 2002; Cailleau et al., 2003; Mège et al., 2003; Schultz et al.,
2004; Golombek and Phillips, 2010).

This paper seeks to characterize the spatial distribution and
dimensions of small-scale lunar graben. Graben dimensions and
spacing are used to provide constraints on depth of faulting and
faulted layer thickness. We make comparisons between mare and
highlands graben, as well as graben associated and unassociated
with lobate scarps or wrinkle ridges, in order to illuminate trends
between different groups. Graben age is estimated using the
principles of superposition and crosscutting relationships. Finally,
we present a few examples of graben likely formed by different
mechanisms and relate them to current understanding of recent
surface activity on the Moon.
2. Data and methods

Graben were found by searching LROC NAC images, which have
100% coverage from ±60� to ±90� latitude and over 50% coverage
from �45� to 45� latitude with incidence angles favorable for mor-
phologic interpretations (45–80�). A random sample from the cur-
rent population was selected for this study, while ensuring that the
sample had a good spatial distribution.

Processing of LROC NAC images (radiometric calibration, map
projection, mosaicking) was performed using the United States
Geological Survey Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrome-
ters (ISIS) software package (Anderson et al., 2004). Graben length,
maximum width, and spacing were measured directly from NAC
images using ISIS. Measurement uncertainties are resolution
dependent and vary with the scale of the graben but are conserva-
tively on the order of two pixels, resulting in uncertainties less
than 10% for graben lengths and less than 33% for graben widths.
A Wide Angle Camera (WAC) 100 m global mosaic (Speyerer
et al., 2011) was used for regional coverage.

Lengths and maximum widths of 238 individual graben are
measured within 23 groups, where a group is defined as a geo-
graphically isolated system of graben. A set of graben represents
those with similar orientation within a given group, and a group
can have multiple sets of graben. The orientation for each graben
is visually estimated with uncertainties of roughly ±5�. Fault seg-
ment lengths are measured for faults that grew by en echelon step-
ping. Only troughs with two observable bounded sides are
measured and used for statistical analysis (half graben are not
included). Although some graben are found within large impact
basins dated Imbrian or older (Losiak et al., 2009), the graben are
considered to have formed in the respective unit (mare or high-
lands) in which the crater is located. For the purposes of clarity
and brevity, when we refer to ‘graben width’ later in the paper,
we are describing the maximum graben width.

Topographic data for Posidonius are derived from WAC stereo
models (GLD100) and have a mean vertical accuracy of better than
10 m for the nearside maria and better than 20 m over the entire
dataset (Scholten et al., 2012). Topographic data for Copernicus
were derived from NAC stereo pairs with a precision error of
1.86 m and a root mean square (RMS) error with LOLA elevations
(nine different orbital tracks) of 1.35 m. Topography is used to
determine if graben are related to the structural relief of the lobate
scarp or wrinkle ridge. If topographic data are not available, scarp
association is determined by relative location (i.e., in the back-
scarp terrain) and distance from the scarp face (up to several kilo-
meters). Graben associated with wrinkle ridge formation may be
located on the ridge (formed by flexural bending) or along its
flanks (formed by dilation). Also, if graben are bounded by ridges
and are located within the crossover area between ridge segments,
they are considered related to the wrinkle ridge (formed by
dilation).
3. Results

3.1. Spatial distribution and orientation

We find small-scale graben distributed globally (Fig. 1), consis-
tently near lobate scarps (in the highlands) and wrinkle ridges (in
the maria). However, a couple of groups – Copernicus and Posido-
nius – are not located within close proximity (�few kilometers) to
a scarp or ridge. The Vitello, Virtanen, and Posidonius graben occur
along topographic rises that do not appear to be connected to any



Fig. 1. Distribution of small-scale graben discovered since January 2014 (green dots) and the sample analyzed in this study (red dots). Background is a WAC global
monochrome mosaic with a native resolution of 100 m/pixel (Speyerer et al., 2011). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Examples of small-scale graben, north is up in all images. White arrows point to graben and black arrows point to the nearby scarp or ridge. (A) Aitken graben situated
within �300 m of two wrinkle ridges (LROC NAC frame M105730242RE). (B) Arnold A graben located up to �4 km southwest of a lobate scarp (LROC NAC frame
M159692720RE). (C) Lutke graben formed �1 km northeast of a lobate scarp (LROC NAC frame M134381673RE). (D) Vitello graben located less than �1.5 km north of a
wrinkle ridge (LROC NAC frame M104756463RE).
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Fig. 3. Orientations of graben sampled for this study. Graben not associated with contractional landforms are outlined in red. Only groups with more than two graben (n > 2)
are included. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of graben width: lw = 26 m, rw = 47 m, Mw = 15 m, skewness is
5.7, and sample excess kurtosis is 36.0.
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nearby compressional tectonic feature. Aitken, Arnold A, Demonax,
D’Alembert, Lutke, Mandel’shtam, Numerov, Posidonius, Racah U,
and Seares graben formed within Imbrian or older craters.

Graben orientation with respect to scarps and ridges varies
widely, sometimes changing from near perpendicular to near par-
allel within a single group (Fig. 2). Graben near Aitken crater are
located less than 300 m from two wrinkle ridges (Fig. 2A) and
are oriented roughly perpendicular to both ridges. The Arnold A
graben (Fig. 2B) extend up to �4 km from a scarp aligned with
the rim of a crater and change orientation (parallel to perpendicu-
lar) further from the scarp face. Graben are oriented roughly per-
pendicular to the Lutke lobate scarp (Fig. 2C) and are located
�1 km from the scarp face. The Vitello graben are located less than
�1.5 km from a wrinkle ridge and change orientation from roughly
parallel to �45� to the strike of the ridge (Fig. 2D).

Fig. 3 shows the orientation (from north) of each graben group
with n > 2. Some graben display consistent orientations with
neighboring groups, but others show completely opposite orienta-
tions. While the majority of individual graben groups exhibit a pre-
ferred or dominant orientation, Arnold A, Copernicus, Plato T, and
Posidonius graben have orientations that vary significantly (by as
much as �90�) within each group. When comparing graben orien-
tations with nearby scarps, 23% are within �20� of the orientation
of the related scarp and 26% differ by more than �70�.

3.2. Width distribution

The distribution of graben width (w; n = 238) is shown in Fig. 4
and listed in Table 1, with a mean (lw) of 26 m (rw = 47 m), skew-
ness (measure of symmetry, positive is right-skewed) of 5.7, and a
sample excess kurtosis (measure of ‘‘peakedness’’) of 36.0. The
median (M) width is 15 m, consistent with a right-skewed distribu-
tion due to the larger Copernicus, Numerov, and Virtanen graben
which range in width from �45 m to �425 m. All of the Virtanen
graben (n = 5) are larger than the rest of the entire population of
small-scale graben in our study sample, while the Copernicus
and Numerov graben are more variable. If the Copernicus, Nume-
rov, and Virtanen graben are excluded, the mean is 18 m with a
standard deviation of 10 m.

3.3. Length distribution

Graben lengths (l; n = 238; Fig. 5, Table 1) have a mean (ll) of
179 m (rl = 204 m), skewness of 4.2, and sample excess kurtosis



Table 1
Small-scale graben sampled for this study (see Fig. 1 for distribution). Gray rows denote mare graben. M = median, l = mean, r = standard deviation.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of graben length: ll = 179 m, rl = 204 m, Ml = 136 m, skewness
is 4.2, and sample excess kurtosis is 21.5.

Fig. 6. Distribution of graben widths in mare (n = 176) and highlands (n = 62).
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of 21.5. The median (139 m) is smaller than the mean, most likely
due to the Copernicus, Numerov, and Virtanen graben, which can
be up to an order of magnitude longer than most graben. If these
longer graben are excluded, the mean is 147 m with a standard
deviation of 106 m.

3.4. Comparison of mare and highland graben dimensions

Distinct differences are observed between graben widths and
lengths in mare and highlands regions (Fig. 6, Table 2). In mare,
the mean width is 19 m (rw = 34 m, Mw = 14 m) and mean length
is 146 m (rl = 111 m, Ml = 121 m). If Copernicus graben are
excluded, the mean width is 15 m (rw = 8 m, Mw = 14 m) and mean
length is 138 m (rl = 96 m, Ml = 120 m). In contrast, mean graben
width in the highlands is 50 m (rw = 72 m, Mw = 25 m) and mean
length is 256 m (rl = 305 m, Ml = 167 m). Excluding larger highland
graben (Numerov and Virtanen) yields a mean width of 21 m
(rw = 10 m, Mw = 23 m) and mean length of 187 m (rl = 132 m,
Ml = 145 m).

Graben dimensions can be further separated into those associ-
ated and not associated with contractional landforms (i.e., lobate
scarps and wrinkle ridges) for both mare and highlands (Table 2).
Lengths and widths of mare graben associated with scarps or
ridges average 117 m (rl = 78 m, Ml = 103 m) and 19 m
(rw = 12 m, Mw = 15 m) respectively, while those independent of
scarps or ridges average 162 m (rl = 124 m, Ml = 142 m) and 19 m
(rw = 42 m, Mw = 13 m). For the highlands, lengths and widths of
graben that are associated with scarps average 184 m



Table 2
Dimensions for mare and highlands graben. All values are in meters.

Mare Highlands Scarp/ridge-associated
(mare)

Scarp/ridge-associated
(highlands)

Scarp/ridge independent
(mare)

Scarp/ridge independent
(highlands)

Average length 146 273 117 184 162 1291
Median length 121 167 103 154 142 1419

Standard
deviation

111 337 78 133 124 268

Average width 19 46 19 26 19 273
Median width 14 25 15 24 13 263

Standard
deviation

34 70 12 16 42 34

Fig. 7. Distribution of graben spacing in mare (n = 108) and highlands (n = 50).
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(rl = 133 m, Ml = 154 m) and 26 m (rw = 16 m, Mw = 24 m), respec-
tively, and graben independent of scarps (only the Virtanen graben
for this sample study) average 1291 m (rl = 268 m, Ml = 1419 m)
and 273 m (rw = 34 m, Mw = 263 m).

3.5. Spacing

Mean spacing between individual graben (n = 158) was mea-
sured for 15 groups with a mean of 76 m (rs = 86 m). However,
when these measurements are separated into mare and high-
lands components, distinct differences are observed (Fig. 7,
Table 3). For mare graben (n = 108), 88% are within one standard
Table 3
Spacing between graben for different spatial groups.

Graben Average spacing (m) Standard deviation (m) M

Feoktistov 13 4
D’Alembert 37 22

Pasteur 50 13
Seares 50 13

Racah X-1 61 21
Arnold A 68 22

Mandel’shtam 76 9
Demonax 104 32

All highland 60 61

Frigoris-3 25 9
Lee-Lincoln 31 12

Plato T 34 30
Madler 46 10

Frigoris-1 70 50
Posidonius 90 128

Vitello 141 59

All mare 83 95
deviation (rm = 95 m) of the mare mean (sm = 83 m). Two mare
graben groups, Vitello and Posidonius, have greater average
spacing and are not believed to be associated with a scarp or
wrinkle ridge. If these groups are removed from the mare statis-
tics, the resulting mean and standard deviation are 36 m and
25 m, respectively. In contrast, 96% of highlands graben (n = 50)
are within one standard deviation (rnm = 61 m) of the highlands
mean (snm = 60 m). It is important to note that the difference in
distribution may be affected by the difference in sample size
between the mare (n = 108) and highlands (n = 50).
4. Discussion

4.1. Mechanical discontinuity and layer thickness estimates

Modeling by Melosh and Williams (1989) suggested that in
extensional environments, it is energetically favorable for graben
to develop from antithetically dipping normal faults. In this model,
fault initiation occurs at the surface and is likely influenced by local
inhomogeneities, stress concentrations, or planes of weakness.
Graben width is largely dependent on the initiation depth of the
normal fault (Melosh and Williams, 1989) and is influenced by
the flexural rigidity of the material it forms in, which depends on
layer thickness and material properties (e.g., the elastic ‘‘stiffness’’
or Young’s modulus) (Buck, 1988; Schultz-Ela and Walsh, 2002;
Schultz et al., 2007). The width of a symmetric graben (bounded
by antithetic normal faults dipping at �60�) can approximate layer
thickness if the bounding faults converge at the base of the layer
(Golombek, 1979). However, since faults likely nucleate at the sur-
face and propagate downward, instead of originating at some dis-
continuity at depth and propagating toward the surface, graben
tend to be asymmetric (Schultz et al., 2007). Thus, the widths of
edian spacing (m) Mare/highlands (M/H) Scarp/ridge-associated?

13 H Y
33 H Y
53 H Y
46 H Y
53 H Y
72 H Y
79 H Y

104 H Y

52

25 M Y
37 M Y
20 M Y
47 M Y
70 M Y
39 M N

139 M N

46
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graben provide a means to estimate a minimum depth of faulting.
For the Moon, we make the assumption that antithetic normal
faults originating at the surface and propagating downward will
encounter a mechanical discontinuity (e.g., regolith, basalt layers)
that will hinder their propagation. Therefore, the minimum depth
to the mechanical discontinuity can be estimated by
T = 0.5w � tan(h) assuming a simple graben geometry, where T is
layer thickness, w is graben width, and h is fault angle (60� for sim-
ple graben) (Golombek, 1979).

Width measurements for mare graben associated with scarps
and ridges range from 5 to 56 m, yielding minimum layer thickness
estimates of �4–48 m. These values are similar to the ranges esti-
mated for regolith thickness from Apollo 14 seismic data (3.9–
8.5 m; Watkins and Kovach, 1972), crater counting techniques
(8–33 m; Wilcox et al., 2005), crater morphology techniques
(2.5–9 m; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968), and crater blockiness (8–
31 m; Wilcox et al., 2005). Mare graben independent of scarps
and ridges have widths ranging from 6 to 424 m, resulting in min-
imum layer thickness estimates of 5–367 m. The difference
between thickness estimates is likely a function of setting: flexure
and dilation associated with scarp and ridge formation only deform
the uppermost regolith layer, whereas graben not associated with
scarps and ridges are not necessarily confined to near-surface
layers.

Widths of highland graben associated with scarps range from 7
to 115 m, resulting in a minimum depth of faulting range of
�6–100 m. For highlands graben independent of scarps (Virtanen
graben in this study sample), widths range from 241 to 342 m,
yielding minimum depths of faulting of 209–296 m. These greater
fault-depth estimates agree well with the idea of greater regolith
production: regolith thickness increases with increasing surface
age and crater frequency (Shoemaker et al., 1969). However, the
idea of regolith ‘‘thickness’’ in the highlands is problematic due
to fragmented highland crust overlain by crater ejecta deposits,
providing no real defining boundary between bedrock and regolith
(Cintala and McBride, 1995).

Graben spacing is a consequence of stress reduction around a
fault, which is dependent on the ability of the material to accom-
modate the stress and strain associated with fault formation
(Melosh and Williams, 1989; Ackermann and Schlische, 1997;
Cowie and Roberts, 2001). Studies have shown that fault and frac-
ture spacing is dependent on mechanical layer thickness (Bai and
Pollard, 2000; Ackermann et al., 2001; Soliva and Benedicto,
2005; Soliva et al., 2006) and material property contrasts, in partic-
ular the Young’s modulus (Bürgmann et al., 1994; Bonafede and
Rivalta, 1999; Bai and Pollard, 2000) which is influenced by layer-
ing. Additionally, spacing between faults becomes more regular as
the population density increases (Ackermann et al., 2001).

Spacing of mare graben (which are likely bounded) may provide
insight into the stress reduction (or stress shadowing) around
faults, revealing additional information about thickness of mare
basalt sequences. Recent studies have observed thinly layered lava
flows in some mare on the order of 10 m thick (Robinson et al.,
2012; Enns and Robinson, 2013), possibly interbedded with ash
or regolith. There are likely many mechanical layers in mare basalt
sequences separated by relatively thin interbeds. However, these
interbeds may be too thin to act as mechanical layer boundaries
for the normal faults (the faults would effectively ignore them dur-
ing propagation). Mare sequences with varying interbed thickness
may contribute to the slightly larger variation in mare graben spac-
ing (ranging from 5 to 550 m) than highlands graben spacing
(ranging from 8 to 443 m) (Fig. 7). Other factors that may contrib-
ute to this variation are the range of surface ages, local thickness
variation, and material properties that affect how rocks respond
to stress and strain. Additionally, inhomogeneities (e.g., buried
ejecta blocks, craters) produce a non-uniform deformation field
around the faulted rock, affecting the stress-reduction shadow
and thus graben spacing.

Graben associated with contractional features likely only
deform the uppermost regolith layer, thus spacing of these graben
will only reflect regolith thickness. On the other hand, mare graben
not associated with contractional landforms do not necessarily
deform just an uppermost layer and are more likely to represent
confinement in a mechanical layer, thus providing an estimate of
local mare unit thickness. For faults confined to a mechanical layer,
the equation s = 0.45T1.01 can be used to estimate thickness of the
layer (here a mare basalt unit), where s is mean spacing and T is
thickness (Soliva et al., 2006). Data for two groups, Posidonius
and Vitello, show evidence for not being associated with contrac-
tional landforms. Spacing between Posidonius graben ranges from
11 to 550 m and averages 90 m, resulting in a mean unit thickness
of 190 m. Spacing of Vitello graben ranges from 38 to 283 m and
averages 141 m, yielding a mean mare unit thickness of 296 m.
Watters et al. (2012a) estimated a minimum mechanical unit
thickness of �80 m for the Vitello graben based on the maximum
relief of the topographic rise the graben are found on. Our mechan-
ical unit thickness estimate of 296 m for the Vitello graben is
almost four times larger than the value calculated by Watters
et al. (2012a), likely due to the relatively low density of faults
within graben groups (in addition to the factors listed above). This
method of calculating layer thickness using graben spacing may
only provide a maximum thickness.

4.2. Formation processes and age estimation

Widths of the Copernicus, Numerov, and Virtanen graben range
from �45 m to 425 m, up to �1.5 orders of magnitude larger than
the rest of the population described in this study. These large
widths indicate that the bounding normal faults of the graben
are likely not confined to an upper regolith layer. Additionally,
the Copernicus and Virtanen graben do not appear to be directly
associated with contractional tectonic landforms, indicating a dif-
ferent tectonic setting or formation mechanism (discussed below)
than the other graben groups.

Small-scale graben resulting from broad, regional-scale exten-
sion are not observed, likely because the Moon appears to be in a
general state of global contraction (Solomon, 1977; Binder and
Gunga, 1985; Watters et al., 2010, 2012a). Graben that form from
localized tension due to scarp or wrinkle ridge formation are com-
monly observed in this study sample (Fig. 8). Plato T graben
(Fig. 8A) are located along the southern edge of Mare Frigoris
approximately 8 km from a mare-highland boundary. They occur
in the area between an en echelon step of wrinkle ridge segments,
are perpendicular to the orientation of the ridges, and likely
formed from dilation of the regolith as a result of slip on the wrin-
kle ridge thrust faults. In contrast, extension observed along the
Racah X-1 scarp segment (Fig. 8B) in the highlands is roughly
700 m from and parallel to the scarp face in the back-scarp area,
suggesting formation by extensional stresses induced by flexural
bending. Two sets of graben are observed along Frigoris-3
(Fig. 8C), located along the northern border of Mare Frigoris
approximately 8 km from the mare-highlands boundary. The first
set is oriented roughly perpendicular to a wrinkle ridge and exhib-
its pit chain morphology further from the ridge. In general, pit
chains are observed throughout the Solar System and form by
material that collapsed into a subsurface void created either by
extension from faulting or explosive eruption (Wyrick et al.,
2004). Evidence of explosive volcanism around Frigoris-3 graben
is absent, so the pit chains likely formed by material collapse dur-
ing graben formation. The second set of Frigoris-3 graben is located
in and perpendicular to an en echelon step of wrinkle ridge seg-
ments, suggestive of the same formation mechanism as the Plato



Fig. 8. Examples of graben likely formed through localized tension due to scarp or wrinkle ridge formation. In all images, white arrows point to graben and black arrows point
to the lobate scarp or wrinkle ridge. (A) Plato T graben (LROC NAC frames M119938550LE/RE). (B) Racah X1 graben (LROC NAC frame M176467785LE). (C) Frigoris-3 graben
(LROC NAC frame M135418485RE). (D) D’Alembert graben (LROC NAC frame M138838221RE).
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T graben in Fig. 8A. D’Alembert graben (Fig. 8D) are located along
the southern collapsed wall of the D’Alembert impact crater and
are coincident with a larger fault complex that spans roughly
125 km in length. The D’Alembert graben occur roughly 1 km from
a wrinkle ridge and are oriented parallel to it but then change to
sub-perpendicular roughly 650 m from the ridge where the ridge
narrows. This reorientation is suggestive of a complex dilation
effect caused by the growth of the wrinkle ridge.

Volcanic origins for the extensional stresses that formed small-
scale graben are more difficult to discern. The lack of widespread
young volcanic flows on the lunar surface – especially near
small-scale graben – suggests that extension formed by thermal
contraction of mare basalt flows is less likely than intrusive volca-
nism. Graben formed by intrusive volcanism may be a result of
extension induced by the emplacement of laccoliths or dikes
(Watters et al., 2012a).

Posidonius crater, a floor-fractured crater (FFC; Schultz, 1976)
located on the eastern rim of the Serenitatis basin (Fig. 9), contains
small-scale graben (much smaller than the fractures, which are
�500 m to �2 km wide and up to �50 km long) far from any
compressional tectonic feature, indicating they may have formed
as a result of intrusive volcanism. Multiple studies (Brennan,
1975; Schultz, 1976; Wichman and Schultz, 1995, 1996; Jozwiak
et al., 2012) suggest that the most probable formation mechanism
of FFCs is through shallow magmatic intrusion. The occurrence of
small-scale graben in an arcuate pattern that follows the crest of
a local topographic high in Posidonius (Fig. 9B and C) suggests
formation by uplift from a magmatic intrusion associated with
FFC formation. These graben crosscut partially degraded small-
diameter (�80–200 m) craters, placing a maximum age between
late Eratosthenian and early Copernican (Trask, 1971). Graben
exhibit crisp morphology and are not superposed by craters,
characteristics indicative of a young age. However, if the graben
are related to the topographic rise, the age difference between
Posidonius (upper Imbrian; Losiak et al., 2009) and these small-
scale graben suggest recent intrusive volcanism connected with
or independent of the formation of the FFC.

Pit chains are associated with some small-scale graben in Posi-
donius and are morphologically similar to those observed with the
Vitello graben (Fig. 2D) – which are also found along a topographic
rise (Watters et al., 2012a) – possibly suggesting a similar forma-
tion mechanism between the two groups. Since evidence of extru-
sive volcanism has not been observed around these pits, they most
likely formed as material collapsed into a subsurface void during
graben formation.

Small-scale graben observed roughly 22 km southeast of the
rim of Copernicus crater occur along a topographic rise interpreted
as part of the Copernicus ejecta blanket (Fig. 10A–C). These graben
exhibit complex linkages such as en echelon steps, similar to the
Virtanen graben, with steeply dipping walls (Fig. 10D). Lengths
reach up to �700 m, widths up to �400 m, and depths up to
�12 m with a northwest–southeast orientation. As in the case of
the mare graben, the widths can help constrain the local thickness
of the Copernicus ejecta blanket. If the graben are confined to the
ejecta blanket, a maximum width of 400 m results in a layer
thickness of �350 m (see Section 4.1). This value agrees well with
ejecta thicknesses calculated using equations 9 (t = 368 m) and 12
(t = 455 m) from Pike (1974). The similar dimensions and



Fig. 9. (A) Western portion of Posidonius crater (LROC WAC monochrome mosaic at 100 m/pixel native resolution). (B) Topographic profile Z–Z0 from (A) using LROC GLD100.
Note that graben are located along the domal topographic high (vertical exaggeration �32:1). (C) Inset from (A) showing arcuate pattern of graben (white arrows, LROC NAC
frame M124383016RE).
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Fig. 10. (A) Graben located roughly 22 km southeast of Copernicus crater (LROC WAC monochrome mosaic at 100 m/pixel native resolution). Sunlight is from the east. (B)
Inset from (A), LROC NAC frame M1121365730RE. The white arrows point to graben. (C) Elevation data for the target graben in (B). (D) Topographic profiles A–A0 (vertical
exaggeration �9:1) and B–B0 (vertical exaggeration �24:1) from (C). Black arrows point to graben rims. Elevations are referenced to a sphere of 1,737,400 m with an accuracy
of 1.35 m.
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morphology to the Virtanen graben, as well as distance from
compressional tectonic features, suggest a different mode of origin
not related to compressional tectonics. One possible formation
mechanism is volcanic uplift either from a laccolith or dike that
could have been induced by the formation of Copernicus. Regard-
less of the mode of formation, the graben deform Copernicus ejecta
and associated secondary craters, clearly showing that they
postdate the formation of Copernicus which places their age at less
than 800 ± 15 My (Stöffler and Ryder, 2001).

Ages for remaining graben can be estimated using crater mor-
phology. Trask (1971) estimates that craters less than 100 m in
diameter formed in the Copernican, independent of degradation
state. Likewise, craters up to 400 m in diameter are Copernican
(<800 Ma) to Eratosthenian (800 Ma–3.15 Ga; Stöffler and Ryder,
2001) in age, while craters 400 m to 1 km in diameter could be
as old as Imbrian (3.15–3.77 or 3.85 Ga; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001)
in age. The maximum diameter of craters that are observed super-
posed on the sample graben is 43 m, placing the crater age firmly
in the Copernican. Graben crosscut craters with diameters up to
1 km, but they most commonly crosscut craters with diameters
less than 500 m with crater degradation state suggesting formation
in the late Eratosthenian to early Copernican. Over half of the cra-
ters crosscut by graben have diameters less than 100 m, indicating
these graben are of Copernican age.

5. Conclusion

Until recently, lobate scarps were understood to be the youn-
gest tectonic landforms on the lunar surface. High-resolution data
from LROC reveal that small extensional landformsalso are present
and globally distributed. The population of small-scale graben
described here average 26 m wide and 179 m long with azimuthal
orientations that vary widely with location. When dividing the
population into those located within mare and highlands regions
(regardless of their association with contractional landforms) we
observe that graben located within mare tend to be narrower,
shorter, and more irregularly spaced than those in the highlands.
For graben associated with contractional landforms, those in mare
are smaller in width and length than those in highlands; the same
is true for graben independent of contractional landforms. Three
graben groups – Copernicus, Numerov, and Virtanen – have dimen-
sions up to an order of magnitude larger than the rest of the sam-
pled population. When not including these three groups, the mean
graben width is 18 m and the mean length is 147 m.

Mare graben widths are used to estimate the minimum depth to
a mechanical discontinuity (assumed to be the base of the regolith
or possibly a basalt flow unit). Layer thickness calculations for gra-
ben associated with contractional features range from �4 to 48 m,
values within the range from other methods of determining mini-
mum regolith thickness. In contrast, widths of mare graben inde-
pendent of contractional features yield much greater thickness
estimates, suggesting these graben are not confined to a near-sur-
face regolith layer and indicative of a different mode of origin.
Additionally, spacing of graben not associated with contractional
landforms is used to estimate maximum local mare unit thickness
(which is composed of multiple thinner flows) of 190 m for Posido-
nius and 296 m for Vitello.

While small-scale graben are globally distributed, they are com-
monly found near lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges. Some graben
can be related to localized tension from flexural bending or dilation
associated with lobate scarp and wrinkle ridge formation. Graben
that do not match these criteria are difficult to associate with com-
pressional tectonics, and other factors such as scale, morphology
(including pit crater chains), and location along a topographic rise
suggest influence from some other mechanism, perhaps volcanic
uplift associated with a laccolith or dike intrusion. This hypothesis
is consistent with evidence of young (<100 Ma) extrusive volca-
nism (Braden et al., 2014). Results presented in this paper are in
agreement with Watters et al. (2012a): small-scale graben are
young (maximum age of late Eratosthenian to early Copernican)
and reflect localized extension either related to recent activity
from contractional tectonics or uplift from intrusive volcanism.
Additionally, their quantity and global distribution indicate a level
of recent tectonic activity not previously recognized.
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